A study on internal observation of vertical protective nets of temporary structures using image processing techniques
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Abstract: This study proposes an internal observation technology of temporary structures surrounded with vertical protection nets in construction sites using image processing techniques. Temporary structures are erected on construction sites to prevent accidents caused by falling objects or workers. Vertical protection nets are installed on the outer surface of the structures to enhance workers’ safety. Generally, inspection of the correct installation of temporary structures and workers’ behaviour is performed by direct visual observation by safety managers. Recently, interest in safety management using video devices such as cameras, drones, and CCTV is increasing. However, the installation of vertical protection nets makes it difficult to observe the internal status of temporary structures from the outside. Therefore, the proposed technology was applied to enhance the identifiability of the internal status of temporary structures and workers’ safe behaviour within the enclosed space of vertical protection nets.

The major inspection items to be observed using the proposed technology were selected. There were a total of eight selected items: the status of safety signboard attachment, personal protective equipment of workers, installation status of safety handrails on worker passageways, installation status of work platform connecting passages, presence of bending or deformation on the outer surface, installation status of anchor bolts for fixing, fixing status of vertical protection nets, and installation status of ladders for movement between cages.

The results showed that the identifiability of internal objects within vertical protection nets increased to the level where visual safety inspection was possible for all eight major inspection items. In addition, 3D modelling results were obtained using the proposed technology, enabling internal observation of temporary structures. Therefore, it is expected that the proposed technology will be helpful in preventing accidents when applied to temporary structures with vertical protection nets installed on construction sites.
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